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From the genocide in Gaza, to the growing threat of world war between nuclear powers, to escalating 
environmental devastation… the capitalist-imperialist system ruling over us is a horror for billions around the 
world and is tearing up the fabric of life on earth. Now the all-out battle within the U.S. ruling class, between 
fascist Republicans and war criminal Democrats, is coming to a head—likely during, or before, the coming 
elections. This is shredding the “normal” ways this system works and ripping society apart unlike anything since 
the Civil War. 

Yet as Bob Avakian (BA), revolutionary leader and author of the new communism, has scientifically analyzed, the 
rare and real chance to make revolution, overthrow this whole monstrous system, and wrench out something truly 
liberating could emerge from this cauldron of horrors…

… If thousands are won through struggle to become followers of BA and step into the revolution NOW… if that 
organized force gains the strength to impact major battles and the thinking of millions… if that force grows and 
coheres to be able to determine the whole direction of society—toward revolution and humanity’s emancipation—
in the moments of acute crises that are shaping up this year.   

We, the revcoms (revolutionary communists), are building that force—and YOU need to contribute and be part of it! 

That’s right: We ARE doing this, moving now to seize on this time. Nobody else is even talking about this—and yet isn’t this 
what is needed? Isn’t time running out—for humanity?

Yes, making this revolution is hard. But we have the leadership for this in Bob Avakian, BA. BA has developed the strategy 
that could do this; he’s laid out the sweeping vision, solid foundation and concrete blueprint for “what comes next” in the 
Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in North America; and he’s out there now on social media, breaking this down for 
people every week and sometimes more.

The website revcom.us follows and applies that leadership and is essential to all this. 

We post new materials from BA and curate his whole body of work. We apply the science he’s developed to analyze 
and expose every key event in society, every week. We act as a guiding and connecting hub for the growing revcom 
movement nationwide: not just showing what’s being done, but going into what’s right and what’s wrong and 
rapidly learning—and recruiting new people into what has to be a rapidly growing force.

Put it this way: there will be no revolution unless this website not only “keeps going” but goes up to a whole 
different level!

This Is Where You—and Your Serious Financial Support Come In! 

DONATE NOW to Revcom.us  
immediate funding needs



Read  
and donate:  

www.revcom.us 

Watch: THE RNL—REVOLUTION,  
NOTHING LESS!—SHOW 

youtube.com/TheRevcoms
Follow:  

@TheRevcoms 

What you can do:
•    Dig into, learn about, and become a follower of Bob Avakian; join and spread the movement for revolution he’s 

leading.

•    Make a one-time donation, or even more critical, become one of the monthly sustainers revcom.us counts on—
with PayPal, Venmo, CashApp, or debit or credit card, or send checks or money orders to RCP Publications, 
PO Box 804956, Chicago, IL 60680-4111. Contributions should be earmarked “for Revcom.us.”

•    Email us at revolution.reports@yahoo.com with text, photos, or audio that tells the world why you are donating. 

•    Reach out to friends, family, people you know at school, your neighborhood, or work: tell them why you’re 
donating, urge them to do the same, and sign them up for a revcom.us e-sub. Connect with others spreading 
this fund drive. 

•    Email us at revolution.reports@yahoo.com with questions, insights, and suggestions on how to build the 
revolution in your area or nationally, and how this website can better fuel its spread and development. Tell us 
how you can help, including on revcom.us with proofreading/fact-checking; photography and video; graphics; 
UI/UX and website skills; or Spanish translation

On January 7, the revcoms completed a successful fundraising livestream that surpassed our $25,000 goal and raised over 
$27,000. This was urgently needed for the revcoms to step off at the start of this momentous year. But in order to really make 
this our year, much more is needed for all facets of the revolution. 

That “MUCH MORE” includes a special drive to raise $10,000 by March 1 to meet the immediate financial needs 
of revcom.us. These funds are required to maintain revcom.us as an accessible, secure, robust website able to rise to 
the challenge of meeting the extraordinary demands of navigating the storms and preparing for revolution in this pivotal, 
unprecedented year. 

So what should you give to make 2024 our year—a year of revolution? Everything you possibly can! 
DONATE NOW to revcom.us and get with BA and the revcoms!   

SUSTAIN/
DONATE
You can sustain or donate 
online, or by mail monthly, 
quarterly, or even once or 
twice a year (we will send 
those who sustain by mail 
self-addressed, stamped 
envelopes). 

Earmark your donations  
for “Revcom.us.” 

To donate by Paypal, Visa or Mastercard:  Go to revcom.us

Sustain monthly by checking “Make this a monthly donation” after clicking the 
Donate button.

To donate by Venmo: @RCP-Publications
To donate by CashApp: $RevComs
To Sustain and Donate by Mail,  
Send Checks or Money Orders to:
    RCP Publications
    PO Box 804956
    Chicago, IL 60680-4111
Make checks payable to "RCP Publications"
and earmark them for “Revcom.us.”  Write that you want to sustain  
and we will send you self-addressed, stamped envelopes.

Questions?
Call us at 773-227-4066 or email us at rcppublications@gmail.com.

Contributions or gifts to RCP Publications are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes. 
At the present time, RCP Publications cannot accept any contributions or gifts from readers who reside outside the borders of the United States.


